
Are you drinking enough water? 
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TRUSTED TECHNOLOGY FOR SUPER CAREGIVERS

More Coverage, For Less

Importance of

Staying

Hydrated

Did you know that the human body is comprised of about 60% water?
 

It is important that throughout the day you are rehydrating your body. Studies show that
mild dehydration (fluid loss of 1–3%) can impair energy levels, impair mood, and lead to

major reductions in memory and brain performance. It’s commonly recommended that you
drink eight 8-ounce glasses of water per day (the 8×8 rule). If you struggle with drinking

enough water throughout the day, try setting reminders on your phone, ordering a
motivational water bottle with time markers, or using hydration enhancers like Liquid IV. 

 
At Super Nurse Call, we are looking out for all superhero caregivers and want to make sure

you have your super fuel - water - to keep you leaping tall buildings and flying to the
rescue. Thanks for everything you do!

 
Learn more about the benefits of drinking water at Healthline. 

 

Super Nurse Call is continually working to improve our products to make it
easier and faster for super caregivers to respond to the needs of their
residents. We have two new great call devices coming out this quarter which
will give senior living homes more coverage at reasonable prices. Our Model
ECS440W has a bright red push call button on the front and our Model
ECS450W has a motion sensor on the front. Both units also include a bed cord,
a pressure pad jack on the bottom, a built-in Inovonics EN1941 transmitter, and
are battery-operated.  

The Model ECS440W Push Button can be
surface mounted to the wall or clipped to
a bed or wheel chair. The Model
ECS450W Motion Sensor can be
mounted to the wall or placed on a side
table to identify when a resident gets out
of bed or is up and around during the
day.

Learn more about our multi-call
devices here!

https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/7-health-benefits-of-water
https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/7-health-benefits-of-water
https://www.supernursecall.com/blog/product-spotlight-two-way-radios/

